How to use the SU-VR template to create your DMP
Begin your own DMP using the more machine-actionable SU-VR template by
clicking Create plans, which will take you to this page:

To get the SU DMP template as default for your own new DMP, it is here very
important that you do NOT select any primary funding organisation and that
you instead check the box No funder… adjacent, before clicking Create plan
button at the bottom of the page.
On the next page you will get some fields pre-populated, notably your name
and ORCID from your account profile, but some to fill in, among them possible
Funder. Do not bother to select Guidance here, since there is only our local
guidance attached to the SU template.

If you wish, you can check the box for mock project for testing, which will make your DMP private by
default, but still able to share it by adding e-mail addresses to designated people later (through
Share option in top menu bar).
When you are done, click Save at bottom of page (NOT under Select Guidance, it has no effect here).
This will take you to this page, confirming that your new DMP will actually be based on a version of
our SU-VR template (version no. will be higher than 21 from now).

Before going further you might also want to add Contributors with their roles:

The entries here will later be automatically used to answer one of the questions further down in
your DMP, so you will not have to fill that out again. But you can at any time change or add
contributors and roles later. It is only at the time when the DMP is harvested for review or for
archiving, that the contributors are registered also.
Proceeding to fill out your DMP, you will then first get a Plan overview looking something like this:

You will “only” have to fill out the Initial DMP (41 questions, thus, but mostly checkboxes, menuoptions etc., some conditional on the absence or presence of personal or sensitive data in the
project, so often fewer than 41 questions). Click on Initial DMP and then, as it unfolds, on
Write plan, to get here:

And then, just click on one of the sections at a time and the questions and Guidance (to the right,
also) will unfold.
Take your time, you do not of course have to go through all the questions in all sections at a time,
but just remember to save your work regularly.
At any time you can choose to share your work with others by clicking the Share option in the top
menu bar, and then fill out e-mail address(es) and assign Permissions.

